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Abstrat
The problem of haraterizing the origin of the non-Gaussian properties of transport
resulting from Hamiltonian dynamis is addressed. For this purpose the notion of
haoti jet is revisited and leads to the denition of a diagnosti able to apture
some singular properties of the dynamis. This diagnosti is applied suessfully to
the problem of advetion of passive traers in a ow generated by point vorties.
We present and disuss this diagnosti as a result of whih lues on the origin of
anomalous transport in these systems emerge.
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1 Introdution
The haraterization of the kinetis emerging from Hamiltonian dynamis has
been a long going problem whih dates bak to Boltzmann. As the literature
evolves, more and more Hamiltonian systems are showing anomalous proper-
ties, in the sense that their kinetis does not follow a simple Gaussian proess
but rather gives rise to what one now alls strange kinetis [1,2℄. In systems
whih belong to the of 3/2 degree of freedom Hamiltonians, the origin of these
anomalous properties an be relatively well understood when a portrait of the
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εFig. 1. Traking of ǫ oarse-grained regular jet.
phase spae using Poinaré maps is drawn. The system is not ergodi, and
a well-dened stohasti sea lled with various islands of regular motion is
observed. The anomalous properties and their multi-fratal nature are then
linked to the existene of islands within the stohasti sea and the phenomenon
of stikiness observed around them.
One of suh systems orresponds to the problem of the advetion of passive
partiles in ows generated by three vorties. [3,4,5℄. Speial islands also known
as vortex ores are surrounding eah of the three vorties. Transport in these
systems is anomalous, and the exponent haraterizing the seond moment
exhibit a universal value lose to 3/2. Speial interest in these point vortex
systems follows from dierent observations and models that have exhibited
anomalous transport properties[6,7,8,9,10,11℄. The appliations to geophysial
ows where adveted quantities vary from the ozone in the stratosphere to
various pollutants oupled with the rise of the environmental onerns, make
the understanding of these anomalous properties even more ruial. Systems
governed by three point vorties give rise to the phenomenon know as haoti
advetion, the quasi-periodi ow allows the existene of Lagrangian haos
whih enhanes onsiderably the mixing properties. The non-uniformity of
the phase spae and the presene of islands have a onsiderable impat on
the transport properties. The phenomenon of stikiness on the boundaries of
the islands generates strong memory eets as a result of whih transport
beomes anomalous. However, when the ows is itself haoti and one annot
easily draw a phase portrait, it is ruial to dene a proper diagnosti whih
will be able to apture some singular properties of the dynamis that would
give lues on the origin of the anomalous transport.
There have been already dierent attempt to reate a tool able to trak this
phenomenon [12,13,14℄. Most of them originates from the denition of the
Lyapunov exponent
σL = lim
r(0)→0
lim
τ→∞
1
τ
ln
r(τ)
r0
, (1)
where r0 is the initial separation between two nearby trajetories and r(τ) is
the separation at time τ . When the dynamis is ergodi this exponent gives
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a global (non-loal) signature of the degree of haotiity of the system. For
instane, Finite-Time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) are used. These exponents
are measured from trajetories whose initial onditions are overing the plane,
resulting in a salar eld distributed within the spae of initial onditions. Re-
gions of vanishing FTLE an then be identied as soures of long memory
eets [12℄. The diulties with these types of approah resides in the intro-
dution of arbitrary hoie free parameters when omputing FTLE, namely
the initial separation between two dierent trajetories r0 and the time inter-
val τ within whih they are omputed: more or less arbitrary spei sales
are set both in time and spae. It is likely that r(t) is not always smooth
growing funtion of time on the sale of an arbitrary time τ and jumps be-
tween dierent spatial sales, eah with a potential physial meaning. We an
antiipate that this may be espeially the ase when dierent regions of small
(if not zero) Lyapunov exponents are present in the system. Moreover sine
the eld of FTLE is omputed within the initial onditions spae, this method
is rather numerially expensive if one wishes to follow the regions of vanishing
FTLE through time.
In the following we disuss a diagnosti whih is greatly inspired from a natural
phenomena typially observed in geophysial ows, namely the presene of
jets. Indeed one an piture a jet as an ensemble of uid partiles traveling
oherently together and exhibiting on a given sale little dispersion. This
phenomenon does not disard the possibility of strong haoti motion within
the jet, but restrit it within a spei sale. This approah is in fat under
ertain aspet very similar to measuring regions of vanishing FTLE but has the
advantage of learing out some of its shortomings. In a non ideal situation,
typially when dealing with numerial or experimental data, we only have a
nite spatial resolution and have only aess to a nite portion of a trajetory
(nite time). In some sense we are faing a oarse grained phase spae, and
eah point is atually a ball from whih innitely many real trajetories an
depart. Hene, two nearby real trajetories may diverge exponentially for a
while but then get loser again without atually leaving our resolution sale, a
proess whih may happen over and over; in this oarse grained perspetive
those two real trajetories are idential. It may then possible that within the
phase spae exist nearby trajetories whih remain within our sale of interest
for a relatively large time, giving rise to what we all a haoti jet, or simply
jet [15,16,17,?℄. In this situation we are typially interested on the haoti
properties of the system from the resolution sale and up and dismay any
haoti motion whih may our within the jet.
We shall now disuss the strategy implemented to detet jets. Let us onsider
a trajetory r(t) within the phase spae. We assoiate to this trajetory its
orresponding oarse grained equivalent in the following way: for eah time
t, we onsider a ball B(r(t), ǫ) of radius ǫ whose enter is the position r(t).
The ǫ-oarse grained trajetory is then formed by the reunion of the balls for
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all time ∪B(r(t), ǫ) and dened by our minimal sale of interest ǫ. One this
ǫ-oarse grained trajetory is dened, we look for real trajetories within the
ball at a given time. We then measure two quantities: a time τ and length s,
orresponding to atually how long the trajetory remains and how muh it
travels before its rst esape from the oarse grained trajetory (see Fig. 1).
This approah has already been used with suess when studying numerially
the advetion of passive traers in ows governed by point vorties [16℄. In this
setting, the veloity eld generated by the haoti motion of four point vor-
ties was onsidered and the jet data was olleted as follows: given an initial
ondition of a traer, test partiles are plaed in its neighborhood (typially
two), at a distane δ = 10−6 ≪ ǫ = 0.03. ǫ has been hosen to be typially
muh smaller than the harateristi small sale of the system, namely the
radius of the ore surrounding the vorties, whih was estimated around 0.25.
In this setting eah time a test partiles reahes a distane ǫ = 0.03 (the width
of the oarse grained trajetory), the time interval τ and the distane trav-
eled s are reorded, the test partile is then disarded, a new one takes its
plae at a distane δ and so on. The main diulty in using this diagnosti
follows from the fat that data aquisition is not sampled linearly in time nor
spae. Thus a areful hoie for the values of ǫ and δ is neessary in order to
avoid aumulating too muh data while still apturing the rare events. One
the parameters are dened, we rst look at the trapping time distribution. A
power law deay with typial exponent γ = 2.82 . is observed in in Fig. 2 for
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Fig. 2. Tail of the distribution of trapping times ∆t. A power-law deay, with some
osillations is observed. Typial exponent is ρ(t) ∼ t−γ with γ ≈ 2.823.
the system driven by four vorties. The initial ondition of the vortex system
is idential as the one used in [18℄. The data orresponds to 4 dierent real
trajetories. The time of the simulation is 5.106, the time step is 0.05, and
the evolution of the vorties and passive traers was omputed using a fth
order Gauss-Legendre simpleti sheme[19℄. This power law shows that long
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Fig. 3. Distribution of σL (see Eq. (2)). We notie an exponential deay for high
exponents. ρ(σL) ∼ exp(−σL/σL0) with σL0 ≈ 0.4. We an notie a minimum
around σL ≈ 0.05. The observed aumulation near 0 results from the existene
of long lived jets.
lived jets exists and are responsible for the anomalous transport properties
observed in this system (see [16℄ for details).
In order to identify dynamially that a referene traer is loated within a jet
it is onvenient to go bak the denition of the Lyapunov exponent (1), whih
inspires two dierent types of FTLE:
σL =
1
∆t
ln
ǫ
δ
, σD =
1
∆s
ln
ǫ
δ
, (2)
where ontrary to the typial FTLE's the value of the logarithm is xed and∆t
or ∆s are the variables. These exponent are very similar to the notion of Finite
Size Lyapunov Exponent (FSLE) introdued in [20℄, however no averages are
performed and the whole distribution is used. The distribution of the measured
σL are illustrated in Fig. 3. One an notie in this plot two dierent types
of behavior: For large exponents the distribution deays exponentially with a
harateristi exponent σL0 ≈ 0.4. Sine the speed of traers is bounded, it will
always take a nite time to esape from the ball, thus an expeted maximum
value for σL. Regarding the exponential deay behavior before reahing this
maximum value, sine we are measuring esape times from a given (moving)
region of the phase spae, this exponential behavior an be expeted from a
haoti system with good mixing properties. On the other hand the existene
for the small FTLE's of a loal minimum in the probability density funtion
for a non zero value of σL is more interesting when dealing when anomalous
transport behavior. Indeed, this minimum haraterizes the rossover from the
errati haoti motion of the referene traer to its motion within a regular jet.
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Indeed if the traer is within jet, the test partiles are nevertheless expeted to
esape from the traers viinity but with trapping times exhibiting a power-
law deay, therefore if the passive traer is evolving within a jet for a long time,
we should expet an aumulations of events orresponding to test partiles
leaving the jet.
The shape of the distribution of σD is qualitatively idential to the one ob-
tained for σL in Fig. 3, with an exponential deay and a a loal minimum
σD∗ ∼ 0.03 near zero. In fat the measure of σL is biased towards jets within
whih the average speed is slow, while by using σD these dynamial dierenes
are erased and only the atual topology of the viinity of a trajetory matters.
Anomalous transport properties are most often haraterized by measuring
the time evolution of the distribution of some physial oordinate or position,
whih has the dimension of a length. In this light it should be lear that the
atual length of jets are going to play an ative role the shape of the distribu-
tion of displaements, while the role by the time spent within a jets is more
subtle as it is also dependent on the speed within the jet. Hene σD∗ is the
adequate parameter to ontrol whether or not the referene traer is evolving
within a oherent jet, while its averaged speed σL/σD allows to dierentiate
between dierent types of jets (see [16℄ for details).
In order to dynamially look for oherent jets, a traer's evolution with its test
traers is studied, one the threshold given by σD∗ is reahed, the measured
σD will be suh that σD < σ
∗
D, hene the referene traer is evolving in a
oherent a jet. Note that the esaping of the test partiles does not mean
that the traer is not still trapped within the regular jet. It is also possible to
dynamially hose speially among possible dierent types of jets using the
averaged speed σL/σD within the jet (see [16℄).
Having also aess to the position of the test partiles it beomes possible
to gather some information about the inner struture of the jet while. The
struture is illustrated by plotting the relative position of a test partiles in
the frame moving with the referene traer in Fig. 4. We an eetively see
a struture within the jet, and a hierarhy of irular (tubular) jets within
jets emerge. This struture is somewhat robust as the same type of struture
is observed when onsidering a system with 16 vorties [16℄. Note that test
partiles are oming very lose to the referene trajetory and that this is not
an artifat of having initially plaed the ghost in the viinity of the traer.
Indeed the jet is deteted only when σD∗ is reahed, and for this partiular
plot the test partile is not in the lose viinity of the referene traer at this
moment; the inuene of the parameter δ beomes in this regards less rele-
vant. This hierarhial struture is reminisent of the disrete renormalization
group, and we an speulate that log-periodi osillation desribed in [21℄ may
be observed. Moreover, the hierahy allows to lear out the eventual inuene
of the parameter ǫ.
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Fig. 4. Struture of a jet in the ow generated by four vorties. The distribution is
not uniform and exhibits a nested set of jets with inreasing radii.
In this paper we have reviewed in details the notion of haoti jet. This notion
allows to dene a proper diagnosti whih was able to apture the singular
dynamis responsible for anomalous transport in systems of point vorties.
The possibility to atually visualize the sturture of the jet allows to disard
the qualitative inuene of the parameters ǫ and δ, making jets an atual ro-
bust feature of the system dynamis realted to some kind of hidden order. In
these systems, the jets were loated on the boundaries of oherent strutures.
We therefore speulate that this behavior is generi and that the detetion
of jets should lead to the loalization of the so-alled oherent struture re-
sponsible for anomalous transport in more omplex systems. The detetion of
jets in systems exhibiting typial properties of two-dimensional turbulene is
urrently under investigation. Finally we emphasize that the diagnosti we set
up in order to detet oherent jets an be understood as a partiular ase of
measurements of spae-time omplexity[17℄.
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